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Abstract
A new approach for the determination of the bilayer location of Trp residues in proteins has been applied to the study of the membrane
topology of the channel-forming bacteriocin, colicin E1. This method, red-edge excitation shift (REES) analysis, was initially applied to the
study of 12 single Trp-containing channel peptides of colicin E1 in the soluble state in aqueous medium. Notably, REES was observed for
most of the channel peptides in aqueous solution upon low pH activation. The extent of REES was subsequently characterized using a model
membrane system composed of the tripeptide, Lys-Trp-Lys, bound to dimyristoyl-sn-glycerol-3-phosphatidylserine liposomes. Subsequently,
data accrued from the model peptide– lipid system was used to interpret information obtained on the channel peptides when bound to
dioleoyl-sn-glycerol-3-phosphatidylcholine/dioleoyl-sn-glycerol-3-phosphatidylglycerol membrane vesicles. The single Trp mutant peptides
were divided into three categories based on the change in the REES values observed for the Trp residues when the peptides were bound to
liposomes as compared to the REES values measured for the soluble peptides. F-404W, F-413W, F-443W, F-484W, and W-495 peptides
exhibited small and/or insignificant REES changes (DREES) whereas W-424, F-431W, and Y-507W channel peptides possessed modest
REES changes (3 nmVDREESV7 nm). In contrast, wild-type, Y-367W, W-460, Y-478W, and I-499W channel peptides showed large DREES
values upon membrane binding (7 nm<DREESV12 nm). The REES data for the membrane-bound structure of the colicin E1 channel peptide
proved consistent with previous data for the topology of the closed channel state, which lends further credence to the currently proposed
channel model. In conclusion, the REES method provides another source of topological data for assignment of the bilayer location for Trp
residues within membrane-associated proteins; however, it also requires careful interpretation of spectral data in combination with structural
information on the proteins being investigated.
D 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The cytotoxic function of the bactericidal protein, colicin
E1, is found in the ability of the protein to form voltage-
gated, ion-conductive channels within the cytoplasmic
membrane of susceptible cells. However, despite recent
strides in the elucidation of the soluble structures of whole
colicin [1] and various channel-domain fragments [2–4],
the current state of knowledge of the structure and function
of membrane-associated colicins is modest at best. Colicin
E1, secreted by Escherichia coli that possess the naturally
occurring colE1 plasmid, consists of three functional
domains, the translocation, receptor-binding, and channel-
forming domains. Initially, the receptor-binding domain [5]
interacts with the vitamin B12 receptor of target cells [6].
Following recognition, the translocation domain interacts
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with the tolA gene product, which permits the translocation
of colicin E1 across the outer membrane, and into the
periplasm [7]. In the periplasm, the channel domain under-
goes a conformational change to an insertion-competent
state, then inserts spontaneously into the cytoplasmic mem-
brane, forming an ion channel. The channel translocates
monovalent ions, resulting in the dissipation of the cationic
gradients (H+, K+, Na+) of the cell, causing depolarization of
the cytoplasmic membrane [8,9]. In an effort to compensate
for the membrane depolarization effected by the colicin E1
channel, Na+/K+ ATPase activity is increased in the target
cell, resulting in the consumption of ATP reserves, without
concomitant replenishment [10]. The final outcome is host
cell death.
Colicin E1 is one member of the family of colicins
(including A, Ia, Ib, B and N) that form dissipative ion
channels in the cytoplasmic membrane of susceptible E. coli
cells [11]. Two members of this family, colicin A and E1,
have been extensively studied in their membrane-bound
states and their channel properties have been thoroughly
investigated [11,12]. A number of techniques have been
used to study the topology of the membrane-bound state of
colicin E1. Studies of the surface topology of the colicin E1
channel peptide bound to liposomes have been performed
using proteases [13]. These investigators showed that the
bound polypeptide is largely sensitized to trypsin proteol-
ysis relative to that in aqueous solution. The N-terminal one-
third of the 190-residue membrane-bound colicin E1 chan-
nel peptide is unbound or loosely bound with the C-terminal
two-thirds showing little sensitivity to protease. Saturation
mutagenesis of helices 8 and 9, in which 29 mutations were
made at 26 different sites, indicated that the hydrophobic
anchor domain (A-471 to I-508) comprises a pair of hydro-
phobic helices that spans the membrane bilayer [14]. The
membrane-associated closed state of the channel was also
studied by depth-dependent fluorescence quenching [15].
This approach used Trp as the reporter spectroscopic probe
and doxyl-labeled phospholipids as the quencher species.
The results from this study were consistent with the pres-
ence of only two trans-membrane segments in the closed
channel and were in agreement with those obtained by Song
et al. [14] and by Shin et al. [16]—the latter involved an
electron spin resonance (ESR) study of spin-labeled cysteine
mutants of the channel peptide. Furthermore, the structure
and dynamics of the gating mechanism of the colicin E1
channel were previously studied by hydrophobic photo-
labeling [17] and by site-specific biotinylation [18]. Also,
the membrane-bound volume of the colicin E1 channel
peptide was determined using light scattering analysis and
was found to be 177 nm3, suggesting that the peptide likely
has a large hydration shell when membrane bound [19].
Recently, Zakharov et al. [20] proposed that the membrane-
bound state of the colicin E1 channel peptide (closed
channel) exists as a two-dimensional helical array with most
of the helices appressed closely to the bilayer surface. Also,
Kim et al. [21] used 15N-labelled P190 colicin in oriented
planar phospholipid bilayers and found that the data were
consistent with a single trans-membrane helical hairpin
inserted into the bilayer from each colicin molecule. Tory
and Merrill [22] used acrylamide quenching of intrinsic
fluorescence of engineered mutant proteins to determine the
membrane-bound topology of the colicin E1 peptide.
Recently, Nardi et al. [23] revisited the issue of the shortest
channel fragment that is able to form a functional ion
channel in colicin A. It was shown that the C-terminal
one-half (helices 5–10) are all that is necessary for the
formation of both an in vitro and in vivo active channel, yet
again confirming the pore-forming colicin enigmatic dogma
that ‘‘there is not enough monomeric protein to form the
channel.’’ Moreover, Zakharov et al. [24] characterized the
kinetic steps involved in the binding and insertion process
for the colicin channel domain. A general mechanism for
toxin insertion into membranes was suggested by Elkins et
al. [3] based on comparison of the X-ray structures of the
soluble channel peptides of colicin A and E1.
To achieve a complete understanding of the structure–
function relationships within organized macromolecular
complexes, for example membrane-associated proteins, the
dynamics of both the constituent molecules and the entire
system must be investigated. Fluorescence spectroscopy is
ideal for studying such systems, since it yields both struc-
tural and dynamic information and is a noninvasive, sensi-
tive technique that occurs on a time scale that is suitable for
studying a large array of molecular events.
In the present study, the nature of interaction with the
polar solvent and/or head group structure of model mem-
branes by Trp residues within 12 single Trp mutant peptides
of colicin E1 was probed using red-edge excitation. The
basic premise for this spectroscopic approach to the study of
membrane-bound proteins is that the fluorescence emission
maxima (kemmax) and anisotropy values of tryptophan
residues may exhibit red-edge excitation shift (REES) under
certain conditions, which can be used as a measure of the
relative mobility of dipolar solvent (water, protein or phos-
pholipid headgroup components) in the region of the fluo-
rophore. This may provide additional information about the
relative motional restriction of regions of the colicin E1
peptide in both the soluble and membrane-bound states, and
may help to provide further insight into the intriguing
channel structure of the pore-forming colicins.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Red edge excitation shift—theory and application
Generally, the emission spectrum of a fluorophore is
independent of the excitation wavelength and as such, this
principle is often used as an indication of the purity and/or
homogeneity of a fluorescent sample. Thus, for most fluo-
rophores in fluid solvents, the emission spectra are inde-
pendent of excitation wavelength and solvent viscosity [25].
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However, it has been observed that in moderately polar and
viscous solvents, the emission spectra of polar fluorophores
may shift to longer wavelengths as the excitation wave-
length is increased toward the red side (longer wavelength)
of the absorption profile for the probe [26,27].
An explanation for the wavelength-dependence of the
excitation spectrum for polar fluorophores in polar, viscous
solvents is illustrated in Fig. 1A (based on a two-state
model). Excitation at a wavelength central to the absorption
band (k) is assumed to yield an initially excited state (F)
around which solvent reorientation has not occurred. The F
state can decay to a lower energy state (R) with a reor-
ientation lifetime (sS). The rate of relaxation is determined
by the nature of the interactions between the fluorophore
and the surrounding solvent molecules and the rate at which
these interactions are affected by the new excited state
dipole moment [25]. Although solvent relaxation is more
complex than described by a simple two-state model, this
model provides a simple conceptual framework to explain
the observed effects of red-edge excitation.
The emission from the F state (hm1) is centered at
shorter wavelengths (k) relative to that of the R state
(hm2). Now, if we designate the direct excitation of the F
state as Ex(F) and the excitation of the R state as Ex(R)
(where Ex(R)k>Ex(F)k), then three possibilities exist (Fig.
1B–D). The first is when the solvent reorientation time is
much shorter than the fluorescence lifetime of the fluoro-
phore (sSsF, Fig. 1B); the solvent molecules have sufficient
Fig. 1. Two-state model for solvent relaxation in terms of (A) energy levels and (B–D) spectra. The F and R states refer to the Franck–Condon (initial) and
relaxed (or final) excited states, respectively. The sF is the lifetime of the fluorophore and sS is the reorientation time of the solvent molecules. Ex(F) and Ex(R)
are the respective wavelengths associated with direct excitation of the Franck–Condon (F) and relaxed states (R) (figure was modified from Ref. [39]).
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time to reorient before the fluorophore emits. Therefore,
the relaxed emission is observed and is independent of the
excitation wavelength used (Ex(F) or Ex(R)). Under these
conditions, excitation of either the F state or the R state
yields emission spectra centered at k2. This situation would
be expected for a fluorophore in bulk, nonviscous solvents
or at elevated temperatures. The second possibility is the
situation where the rate of solvent reorientation is com-
parable to the fluorescence lifetime (sSisF, Fig. 1C),
conditions of intermediate viscosity or temperature. In this
instance, excitation at Ex(F) gives rise to a spectrum
centered at a wavelength intermediate between k1 and k2.
Although the F state is initially excited, the comparable
values of the sF and sR give rise to emissions from both F
and R states. Such an inhomogeneous spectrum also has a
wider spectral distribution. However, upon red-edge exci-
tation (Ex(R)), the emission occurs mainly from the R
state, giving rise to a more red-shifted emission spectrum
with a more narrow spectral distribution and which is
composed of emission predominantly from the R state
[27,28]. The third possibility occurs when the fluorophore
is found in a more viscous medium or at very low
temperatures. In this case, the relaxation time (a function
of the rate of physical reorientation of the solvent mole-
cules) is markedly increased and is now much longer than
the fluorescence lifetime (sSHsF, Fig. 1D). Under these
conditions, the emission will be excitation dependent; the
blue-shifted emission of the F state (emission maximum at
k1) is observed with normal excitation (Ex(F)). However, if
the system is excited with lower energy (Ex(R)), it will
select a subset of the fluorophore population around which
the solvent dipoles are oriented so as to decrease the
energy difference between the ground and the excited
states. In other words, the photoselected ground state is
higher in energy relative to the photoselected excited state
due to the alignment of solvent dipoles in the latter, which
has a solvent-relaxed orientation. Accordingly, red-edge
excitation under these conditions selects those molecules
that have a solvent-relaxed environment and will exhibit
red-shifted absorption and emission spectra (emission
spectrum is centered at k2).
In summary, these red shifts in the fluorescence emis-
sion spectrum of a fluorophore occur because long wave-
length excitation results in photoselection of those
fluorophores that are interacting most strongly with the
polar solvent molecules. Thus, the observation of REES
requires that these enhanced dipole–dipole interactions be
maintained in the photoselected population during the
lifetime of the excited state. Therefore, the extent of the
REES effect depends upon the dynamic properties of the
environment surrounding the fluorophore, in addition to the
solvent polarity and the sensitivity of the fluorophore to the
dipolar solvent such as water. Previously, Lakowicz and
Keating-Nakamoto [25] demonstrated that this type of
spectral shift indicates that REES results in the selective
excitation of ‘‘solvent-relaxed’’ fluorophores. Polar fluoro-
phores in nonpolar solvents usually do not exhibit REES
nor do nonpolar fluorophores in polar solvents but it is a
property of polar fluorophores in polar solvents and
requires the presence of a highly viscous interface such
as a membrane bilayer [28]. Accordingly, it has been
proposed that REES effects can be used to localize polar
fluorophores at the membrane bilayer interface, where
solvent mobility is restricted [25,28].
2.2. Preparation and purification of colicin E1 channel
peptides
Twelve single Trp-containing mutants of colicin E1, a
mutant without Trp residues (Trp), and wild-type colicin
E1 were prepared and purified as described previously
[29,30]. Protein concentrations were determined for mutant
and wild-type channel peptides using molar extinction
coefficients as determined previously [29].
2.3. Preparation of vesicles
Large unilamellar vesicles (LUVs) composed of either
60:40 (mol/mol) 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycerol-3-phosphatidyl-
choline (DOPC) and 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycerol-3-phosphati-
dylglycerol (Avanti Polar Lipids, Birmingham, AL), or
dimyristoyl-sn-glycerol-3-phosphatidylserine were prepared
as described previously [15] using a hand-held extruder
(Liposofastk, Avestin Inc., Ottawa, Canada). Light scatter-
ing analysis [19] was used to determine the mean radius of
the liposomes (53F9 nm). Phospholipid concentration was
determined using a microBartlett assay [31], following deg-
radation of the phospholipids by ashing in Mg(NO3)2 [32].
2.4. Fluorescence measurements
Fluorescence spectroscopic measurements were per-
formed using a PTI Alphascan-2 spectrofluorometer (Pho-
ton Technology Inc., South Brunswick, NJ) equipped with a
thermostated cell holder, holographic excitation grating and
appropriate emission cut-off filters as required (Oriel Cor-
poration, Stratford, CT).
Membrane-associated samples were prepared by adding
16.7 Ag/ml LUVs to 1.3 AM colicin E1 channel peptide in
10 mM dimethylglutarate (DMG), 100 mM NaCl, pH 3.5 in
a 0.5 cm quartz cuvette. A sample blank containing LUVs
only was prepared to correct for vesicle-induced light
scattering. Another blank solution, used to correct for the
contribution of fluorescence emission arising from tyrosine
residues, contained Trp colicin E1 channel peptide mixed
with LUVs as specified above. The samples were equili-
brated for 10 min with intermittent mixing by inversion of
the stoppered cuvettes, prior to spectroscopic measurement.
Soluble samples (no vesicles) for fluorescence measure-
ment contained 16.9 AM colicin E1 channel peptide in 10
mM DMG, 100 mM NaCl, pH 3.5 in 600 Al of solution. A
blank containing Trp colicin E1 channel peptide (16.9 AM)
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in 10 mM DMG, 100 mM NaCl, pH 3.5, was used to correct
for the contribution of tyrosine fluorescence to the total
fluorescence emission signal. Control samples were com-
posed of (i) N-acetyl-L-tryptophanamide (NATA, Sigma
Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO) and (ii) 9:1 (mol/mol) N-
acetyl-L-tyrosinamide (NAYA, Sigma)/NATA in 10 mM
DMG, 100 mM NaCl, pH 3.5.
2.5. Fluorescence emission spectra
For each sample, fluorescence emission spectra were
collected using excitation wavelengths of 287.5, 290.0,
292.5, 295.0, 297.5, and 300 nm while scanning the
emission wavelength range from 310 through 425 nm with
0.5-nm steps. The excitation and emission slits were 4 and 6
nm, respectively. For samples containing LUVs, cutoff
filters (kV299 nm for kexV295 nm, kV310 nm for
kex>295 nm) were placed in the emission beam in front of
the entrance window of the emission monochromator to
minimize the contribution of vesicle-induced scatter to the
fluorescence signal. Fluorescence spectra were corrected for
Raleigh scatter and background fluorescence by subtraction
of the spectra of the appropriate control samples that did not
contain protein. In addition, all samples were corrected for
the contribution of tyrosine fluorescence emission to the
sample signal by subtraction of the fluorescence emission
spectrum for Trp colicin E1 channel peptide.
Furthermore, for each spectrum, the kemmax was deter-
mined by identifying the emission wavelength at which the
slope of the first derivative of the spectrum was zero. The
REES was the difference between the kemmax for the
spectra obtained at excitation wavelengths of 287.5 and
297.5 nm.
2.6. Synthesis of Lys-Trp-Lys
The synthetic tripeptide, Lys-Trp-Lys, was prepared and
purified by RP-HPLC by Queen’s University Peptide Syn-
thesis Lab and was shown to be greater than 99% pure by
mass spectrometry (Queen’s University, Kingston, ON). The
molar extinction coefficient for the peptide, e280 nm=5690
lmol1 cm1, calculated according to the method of Gill
and von Hipple [33], was used to determine the peptide
concentration.
2.7. Spectroscopic measurements of Lys-Trp-Lys
Samples were prepared in quartz cuvettes (0.5 cm path
length), and contained either 62.6 AM Lys-Trp-Lys or 62.6
AM Lys-Trp-Lys and 124 AM DMPS LUVs buffered in 20
mM Tris–acetate, pH 7.0. The phase transition temperature
(Tm) of the DMPS LUVs was determined by measuring the
kemmax of membrane-associated samples over a range of
temperatures from 17 to 55 jC with the excitation wave-
length at 287.5 nm. A 299-nm cutoff filter was used (Oriel)
to minimize the contribution of LUV-induced scatter to the
signal and the fluorescence emission spectra were collected
by scanning from 300 to 425 nm.
The effect of red-edge excitation on the kemmax of Lys-
Trp-Lys in the presence and absence of DMPS LUVs was
examined at temperatures ranging from below to above the
Tm by comparing the kemmax for spectra obtained using
excitation light of wavelength 287.5 and 297.5 nm (4-nm
excitation and 6-nm emission bandpasses).
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Sites of Trp residues in the various single Trp channel
peptides
A simple illustration of the location of the three naturally
occurring Trp residues (W-424, -460, and -495) and the
positions where Trp residues have been substituted for Phe
(F-404W, -413W, -431W, -443W, and -484W), and Tyr (Y-
367W, -478W, and -507W) or Ile (I-499W) is shown in Fig.
2. Tyr-367 is located at the N-terminus of helix 2 and is
largely buried at the interface between helices 8, 9, and 10 in
the X-ray structure [3]. Phe-404 is located in the loop region
between helices 3 and 4 and is nearly fully exposed [29];
Phe-413 is located in the middle of helix 4 and appears to be
partially exposed to solvent and relatively close to Trp-495.
Trp-424 is largely buried in the middle of helix 5a, a small
polar helix. Phe-431 is located in the middle of the small
helix 5b, a very flexible region of the channel peptide, and is
mostly buried and inaccessible to the aqueous solvent. Phe-
443 is located in the extended loop structure between helices
5b and 6, and is close to residue Lys-470, which is a
candidate as a source of the internal quenching seen in the
F-443W single Trp mutant [34]; the F-443W residue is also
highly exposed to the aqueous solvent [29]. Trp-460 is
located in a moderately polar region within the channel
peptide, near the N-terminus of helix 7 (Fig. 2). Tyr-478 is
positioned in a nonpolar microdomain that is virtually
solvent inaccessible and is surrounded by residues Leu-
428, Leu-442, Phe-443, Tyr-445, Val-447, and Leu-467.
Phe-484 is located in the middle of helix 8 and is well
sequestered from solvent but may become exposed by any
movement of helices 1 or 2. Trp-495 is situated at the N-
terminus of helix 9 and is only slightly exposed to the
aqueous solvent. Ile-499 packs against Trp-495 and is
positioned in close proximity to Trp-460 and Phe-393.
The distal end of the Ile-499 side chain is encircled about
by Phe-413 that would likely render this residue largely
solvent inaccessible although no acrylamide quenching data
exists for the I-499W mutant. Tyr-507 is located in a
nonpolar environment provided by Ile-383, Ala-389, Leu-
467, Val-479, Leu-483, and Ile-503. Furthermore, Tyr-478,
Phe-484, Trp-495, Ile-499, and Tyr-507 are located within
the hydrophobic domain of the channel peptide, a nonpolar
segment of the peptide consisting of a stretch of 35 amino
acid residues; consequently, these Trp residues substituted
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within this protein segment (including Trp-495, a naturally
occurring residue) should report peptide structural changes
involving the purported membrane anchor domain.
3.2. Red-edge excitation as a probe of the local environment
of tryptophan residues in the soluble colicin E1 channel
peptide
The degree of REES exhibited by WT and each of the 12
single Trp mutants of colicin E1 channel peptide is sum-
marized in Table 1. The red-edge effect was observed in
most but not all of the soluble peptides, indicating that in the
low pH-induced insertion-competent state of the soluble
channel peptide, most of the single Trp residues are located
in a somewhat rigid, solvent-restricted environment and are
partially buried within the soluble protein structure [22].
This observation is consistent with previous findings based
on anisotropy decay measurements that indicated that the
peptide is a very rigid and well-packed globular protein
[35].
In contrast to the data for the soluble channel peptide,
REES was not observed for either NATA or a 9:1 (mol/mol,
identical to that found within most of the single Trp mutant
channel peptides) mixture of NAYA/NATA in solution (Fig.
3A). NATA serves as a soluble Trp analogue with peptide
bond-like substituents, confirming that a Trp that is fully
exposed to rapidly relaxing aqueous solvent does not exhibit
any REES. Previously, the red-edge effect has been
observed for L-Trp in the viscous environments of glycerol
and glucose glasses, but not for L-Trp in aqueous solution
Fig. 2. Primary sequence of the thermolytic colicin E1 channel peptide. Residue numbering corresponds to the numbering of whole colicin E1 [22]. The
locations of the a-helices assigned from the crystal structure of the P190 peptide [3] are indicated and the hydrophobic a-helical domain (A-474 to I-508) is
underscored. The three naturally occurring Trp residues are identified with an asterisk above the corresponding residue number and the sites where a Trp
residue has been substituted into the peptide by site-directed mutagenesis to generate single Trp mutants [29] are indicated by indole rings.
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[36]. In addition, Lakowicz and Keating-Nakamoto [25]
reported that the fluorophore 2-( p-toluidinyl) naphthalene-6
sulfonic acid (TNS) did not exhibit any red-edge effect in
methanol or dioxane, but did show a REES when bound to
the proteins apomyoglobin, h-lactoglobulin, h-casein, and
serum albumin. More recently, Falls et al. [37] observed a
large REES effect for an engineered Trp residue within a
synthetic peptide, which included the N-terminal 46 resi-
dues of human prothrombin that was bound to phospholipid
membranes.
The absence of the red-edge effect for the 9:1 (mol/mol)
NAYA/NATA solution indicates that when the Trp chromo-
phore is free in aqueous solution in the presence of Tyr at a
molar ratio identical to that found in most of the single Trp
channel peptides, no spectroscopic artifacts are observed.
Furthermore, these results indicate that the freely rotating
and unrestricted indole chromophore does not exhibit any
significant shift in its kemmax upon selective red-edge
excitation. The fluorescence spectra for the channel peptides
were also corrected for any contributions of tyrosine fluo-
rescence using the Trp-deficient mutant channel peptide
(Trp); however, this correction does not account for
Tyr–Trp energy transfer. If a Tyr-deficient mutant colicin
E1 channel peptide were prepared by site-directed muta-
genesis, the contribution of energy transfer could be
assessed. However, the preparation of a Tyr-deficient mutant
protein was impractical due to the number of mutations
required to replace all nine Tyr residues within the channel
peptide. Furthermore, it would also be highly questionable
as to the relevance the results of a study using this mutant
channel peptide would have to the native single Trp mutants
of the colicin E1 channel peptide due to the high probability
for structural perturbation. Chemical modification of the Tyr
residues was also not attempted for similar reasons.
The Trp residues at positions 367, 443, 478, and 499 did
not exhibit any significant REES in the soluble peptide
(Table 1), indicating that each of these residues is either
completely exposed to rapidly relaxing solvent, or situated
within a hydrophobic region of the peptide, where the
concentration of polar solvent and/or nearby polar groups
is minimal. The ambiguity in assigning the locale for a
chromophore reveals an apparent limitation of the red-edge
excitation technique, which is that the fluorescence emission
maximum value must also be considered in order to assess
the location of the Trp residue within a protein. Further-
more, REES data are required for both the soluble and the
membrane-bound forms of the peptide in order to compare
changes in environment that may occur upon membrane
association.
3.3. Surface accessibility of Trp residues in soluble peptide
A surface-accessibility simulation in which the relative
exposure of each residue to a sphere of radius 1.4 A˚ (water
Fig. 3. Dependence of fluorescence emission maximum on excitation
wavelength. (A) NATA in the absence (o) and presence (.) of LUVs;
NAYA/NATA (9:1, mol/mol) in the absence (5) and presence (n) of LUVs.
(B) Y-367W channel peptide in the absence (o) and presence (n) of 60:40
mol/mol DOPC/DOPG LUVs. All samples were in 100 mM NaCl and 10
mM DMG at pH 3.5 with conditions as specified in Materials and methods.
Table 1
Summary of red-edge excitation shift and kemmax values observed for wild-
type and single Trp mutants of colicin E1 channel peptide
Protein Red-edge excitation shift (nm) kemmax (nm)
Solublea Membrane- Solubleb Membrane-
associatedbassociated
a
Bluec Redc
WT 1.5F2.1 6.0F0.0 324 322.5 325 331
Y-367W 1.0F0.3 10.5F0.3 319 318 320.5 331
F-404W 1.5F0.6 3.5F0.0 339 340.5 332.5 336
F-413W 7.0F1.1 6.5F2.0 329 336 330.5 337
W-424 4.5F0.9 9.0F1.5 327.5 332 322.5 331.5
F-431W 1.5F1.8 5.5F0.5 334.5 336 328 333.5
F-443W 0F1.2 0.5F0.9 350 350 338 338.5
W-460 2.0F0.3 11.0F0.9 319.5 321.5 320 331
Y-478W 0.0F0.5 8.0F1.4 326.5 326.5 323.5 331.5
F-484W 7.5F0.8 8.0F0.3 324.5 332 323 331
W-495 6.0F0.9 8.0F0.4 325 331 322 330
I-499W 2.0F0.4 9.0F2.3 326.5 324.5 323 332
Y-507W 2.5F1.0 8.5F0.7 323 325.5 327 335.5
a Values shown are the mean of at least three independent measure-
ments. The error is the standard deviation of the mean. Conditions were as
described in Fig. 2 (see also Materials and methods).
b Values shown are the mean of at least three independent measure-
ments and the error for all the samples is within 1.5%. The kemmax values
are shown for at least three experiments.
c Blue and Red denote an excitation wavelength of 287.5 and 297.5
nm, respectively.
Bluec Redc
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molecule) rolled along the surface of the colicin E1 channel
peptide crystal structure is shown in Fig. 4. Y-367 and Y-
478 are among the least surface accessible residues in the
peptide (P. Elkins, personal communication). Analysis of the
crystal structure for the channel peptide (water-soluble state)
reveals that Y-367 is mostly buried in the soluble protein
near the interface of helices 8, 9, and 10 (C. Stauffacher,
unpublished data). In addition, acrylamide-quenching stud-
ies indicated that Y367W is only partially exposed to
soluble quenchers (kq=0.86 M
1 ns1 at pH 3.5; [29]).
Finally, the kemmax for Y-367W is the most blue-shifted
of the residues under consideration (320 nm) relative to
NATA in buffer (350 nm), indicating a nonpolar environ-
ment for this residue within the soluble peptide [29]. This
evidence, combined with the absence of a REES, provides a
strong argument that Y-367W is situated in a nonpolar
environment, which is sequestered from aqueous solvent.
The accessibility of Trp-478 to acrylamide indicated that
it is largely buried in the soluble peptide and that it remains
quite inaccessible to the solvent upon membrane association
[22], in agreement with its blue-shifted kemmax (326 nm)
relative to NATA in aqueous solution. As for Y-367, X-ray
structural evidence also supports a nonpolar environment for
Y-478 that is consistent with the lack of REES in the soluble
form of this mutant peptide. Demchenko [28] proposed that
for proteins emitting at short wavelengths, the Trp residue(s)
are in a hydrophobic environment and the dipole-orienta-
tional broadening of the spectra is insufficient to give rise to
REES [38].
In contrast, the absence of the red-edge effect for F-
443W is a result of the considerable exposure of this residue
to bulk aqueous solvent. From the crystal structure, F-443 is
located in an extended polar loop region, between helices 5b
and 6, where it is exposed to solvent and also the surface
accessibility plot (Fig. 4) indicates that F-443 is very solvent
exposed. Acrylamide quenching results (kq=1.79 M
1 ns1
at pH 3.5) corroborate the X-ray data indicating that F-
443W is indeed surface-exposed in the soluble peptide.
Also, the kemmax for F-443W (338 nm) is the most red-
shifted of any of the single Trp residues within the channel
peptide [29], supporting a solvent-exposed, polar environ-
ment for F-443W. This observation agrees with the proposal
by Demchenko [28], who purported that in the case of the
very long wavelength-emitting proteins, the Trp residues are
exposed to an aqueous environment undergoing much faster
solvent relaxation as compared to the fluorescence decay
rates (1/sF) of those Trp residues [38].
The largest REES values were observed for F-413W, W-
424, F-484W, and W-495 soluble proteins (Table 1), which
suggest that the microenvironment of these residues is rigid
with respect to solvent dipolar reorientation, resulting in
fluorescence emission from a nonequilibrium state [39].
Acrylamide quenching studies [29] classified W-424 and
F-484W as moderately buried residues, while F-413W and
Fig. 4. Surface accessibility of the colicin E1 channel peptide to aqueous solvent. The X-ray structure of the thermolytic colicin E1 channel peptide was
subjected to a residue surface-accessibility calculation using a probe of 1.4 A˚ and software from the CCP4 Suite: Programs for Protein Crystallography (http://
www.ccp4.ac.uk/main.html). The black bars indicate those residues where a Trp residue is found (either naturally or by mutagenesis) within the colicin E1
channel peptide.
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W-495 were classified as moderately exposed residues.
From the crystal structure, W-424 is predominantly buried
within helix 5a, in a location that appears to be only partially
solvent accessible. The presence of several potential hydro-
gen-bonding groups within a 5 A˚ radius of the indole -NH
group of W-424 is the most probable source of the restric-
tion of solvent dipolar reorientation in this region [3].
Phe-484 is positioned in the centre of helix 8, which is
located within the hydrophobic anchor domain. From the
crystal structure, F-484 would be expected to be partially
solvent exposed (C. Stauffacher, personal communication).
Several potential hydrogen-bonding groups originating from
Y-356, A-481, S-485, and A-488 are situated within 5 A˚ of
the side chain of F-484. Any water molecules in the
immediate environment of F-484 might be subject to inter-
action with these residues, resulting in solvent restriction
and may account for the large REES observed for the F-
484W mutant.
Phe-413 is located in the middle of helix 4 and appears to
be partially exposed to solvent in the X-ray structure [3] and
is relatively close to Trp-495. Acrylamide quenching data
indicate that F-413W is moderately exposed to the aqueous
solvent (kq=0.90 M
1 ns1 at pH 3.5; [29]).
Moreover, the kemmax for F-413W was 327 nm at acidic
pH that provides additional support to Trp-413 being
partially exposed to solvent in the soluble peptide [29].
Again, the surface accessibility data (Fig. 4) indicate partial
exposure of Phe-413.
W-495, located at the N-terminus of helix 9, is also
located within the hydrophobic anchor domain. Based on
the crystal structure and surface-accessibility simulation
data (Fig. 4), W-495 would be expected to be moderately
solvent-exposed. The decreased concentration of solvent
molecules in the region surrounding W-495 increases the
probability that the surrounding solvent molecules in the
vicinity of this naturally occurring Trp residue are involved
in dipolar, electrostatic, and/or hydrogen-bonding interac-
tions. As a result of these interactions, Trp-495 would likely
be at least partially restricted in its mobility, resulting in a
significant REES effect.
The residues that exhibited a very modest (<3 nm) REES
were F-404W, F-431W, W-460, and Y-507W, indicating that
these residues exist in a slightly restricted environment
(Table 1). F-404 is predicted to be mostly solvent exposed,
in the loop region between helices 3 and 4 [3]. This is also
substantiated by the surface accessibility plot of the channel
peptide (Fig. 4) and by the fluorescence kemmaximum of
334 nm [29]. Acrylamide quenching data identified the Trp
residue in the F-404W mutant peptide as moderately
exposed (kq=1.36 M
1 ns1 at pH 3.5, [29]). Due to the
modest REES effect observed for F-404W, the solvent
surrounding the Trp must be involved in a limited number
of dipolar interactions, which slow the reorientation of
solvent molecules that occurs following excitation. Y-
507W is predicted to be only partly solvent accessible and
was classified as moderately buried at acidic pH in aqueous
solution (kq=0.29 M
1 ns1; [29]; Fig. 4). The kemmax
value for the Y-507W channel peptide is 323 nm, which also
indicates a partially buried environment for this Trp residue.
The extent of solvent exposure and the nature of the
surrounding side chains would be expected to result in
partial restriction of surrounding solvent molecules and
slow solvent relaxation times, relative to the fluorophore
lifetime. Similarly, W-460 is located at the N-terminus of
helix 7, in a moderately solvent-exposed, polar region ([29];
Fig. 4) and its REES would be expected to be similar to that
observed for Y-507W.
Phe-431 is located in a flexible region of the peptide, in
the middle of helix 5b, where it is mostly inaccessible to
solvent. The small red-edge effect that is observed for F-
431W is most likely a result of the interactions of a limited
number of solvent molecules with nearby polar residues,
and with the indole -NH group of the Trp residue. The
kemmax value for F-431W (335 nm) suggests, however, that
the residue is situated in a relatively polar environment [29],
which may indicate that it interacts with polar groups within
the protein structure.
In summary, the REES values observed were grouped
into three classifications, (i) Trp residues that did not exhibit
REES as a result of their location in a solvent-exposed (F-
443W) or hydrophobic (Y-367W, Y-478W, and I-499W)
environment; (ii) Trp residues that exhibited a modest REES
of up to 2.5 nm as a result of limited solvent restriction or
interaction with polar groups on or near the surface of the
protein (F-404W, F-431W, W-460, and Y-507W); and (iii)
Trp residues that exhibited a large (>4 nm) REES as a result
of more restrictive dipolar interactions (F-413W, W-424, F-
484W, and W-495) (Table 2).
No significant REES effect was observed for the WT
colicin E1 channel peptide. This REES is difficult to
interpret without considering the component spectra of each
of the Trp residues, and the possible contribution(s) of
energy transfer that could occur between the three native
Trp residues and/or from Tyr to Trp residues. Two of the
single Trp mutants derived from native Trp residues, W-424
and W-495, showed a large REES effect, while the third, W-
460, exhibited a small REES (Table 1). This may indicate
that the average Trp environment in WT channel peptide is
Table 2
Classification of colicin E1 channel peptides according to the magnitude of
DREES upon membrane binding
DREESa
classification
DREES observed Channel peptides
Small 0VDREESV3 nm F-404W, F-413W, F-443W,
F-484W, W-495
Intermediate 3<DREESV7 nm W-424, F-431W, Y-507W
Large 7<DREESV12 nm WT, Y-367W, W-460,
Y-478W, I-499W
a DREES represents the difference between REES for the membrane-
bound peptide (REESmem) and the REES for the soluble peptide (REESsol),
i.e. DREES=REESmemREESsol (see Table 1 for the REES values).
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most like that of W-460; however, it is more likely that
energy transfer contributions and internal quenching mech-
anisms are active, confounding the results [34].
Overall, the environment predicted for each single Trp
residue from the magnitude of the REES observed was in
good agreement with previous studies of the Trp environ-
ments. The use of red-edge excitation to probe the local
environment of other engineered single Trp proteins appears
to be a feasible method to probe the solvent dynamics and/or
extent of interaction with polar groups within selected
regions of a protein. Thus, information derived from REES
analysis can shed further light on the relative mobility and
interactions with the polar solvent water and/or polar groups
on the surface of a protein.
3.4. Effect of red-edge excitation of tryptophan localized to
different regions of a model membrane bilayer
In order to elucidate the degree of REES expected for a
tryptophan residue located in different regions of a mem-
brane bilayer, a model system composed of a synthetic
tripeptide, Lys-Trp-Lys, and DMPS LUVs was employed.
The sequence for the tripeptide was chosen because the
indole side chain of the tryptophan residue provides a source
of intrinsic fluorescence, while the positively charged lysine
residues permit the electrostatic interaction of the peptide
with the negatively charged phospholipid headgroups of
membrane bilayers.
The interaction of Lys-Trp-Lys with DMPS membranes
has previously been characterized using fluorescence spec-
troscopic techniques [40]. Specifically, a temperature-
dependence of the kemmax for the Trp residue of Lys-Trp-
Lys associated with DMPS LUVs was observed, which
corresponded to the phase transition temperature (Tm=31
and 39 jC at pH 7 and 5, respectively) of the lipid system
[40].
From previous work on the Lys-Trp-Lys system, Yama-
shita et al. [40] concluded that at temperatures below the Tm,
the indole side chain of Lys-Trp-Lys is located in close
proximity to the phospholipid headgroups, but is not
inserted within the hydrocarbon portion of the membrane,
likely due to the tight packing of the fatty acyl chains in the
gel phase of the phospholipid membrane. At temperatures
above the Tm, however, the fluid phase results in looser
packing of the lipid acyl chains. As a consequence of the
loose packing, the Trp residue can enter the bilayer, result-
ing in the intercalation of the indole side chain within the
acyl chain region of the bilayer, rather than at the interface
as for the gel phase.
The red-edge excitation behaviour of Lys-Trp-Lys within
DMPS LUVs was examined at temperatures ranging from
below to above the Tm (Tm=29 jC as determined by
fluorescence polarization measurements with diphenylhex-
atriene as the fluorescence reporter; data not shown) to
elucidate the degree of REES expected for a Trp residue
located in the interfacial region of the bilayer, compared to
that expected for a Trp residue buried deep within the
hydrophobic core of the membrane.
The temperature-dependence of the REES observed for
Lys-Trp-Lys in the absence and presence of DMPS LUVs is
summarized in Fig. 5. In the absence of LUVs, the temper-
ature-dependence of the red-edge effect for the model
peptide in aqueous solution was negligible. However, the
red-edge effect for Lys-Trp-Lys associated with DMPS
LUVs was dependent upon the temperature. At temperatures
well below the Tm, the REES was very not significant (0.5
nm), and was similar to that observed for the peptide in
solution without LUVs, which indicates that the Trp is
almost completely exposed to bulk solvent. Yamashita et
al. [40] indicated that at temperatures below the Tm, the Trp
residue of Lys-Trp-Lys is located near the bulk water–
phospholipid headgroup interface of the membrane. Con-
sidering the small REES observed, it would appear that the
Trp is indeed located at the phospholipid–solvent interface,
with the indole side chain projected away from or loosely
associated with the membrane surface. The tightly packed
phospholipid acyl chains of the gel state bilayer prevent the
indole side chain from penetrating the membrane surface.
As the Tm temperature was approached, the REES values
started to increase as the Trp side chain began to penetrate
the hydrocarbon matrix of the membrane (Fig. 5). This
observation is consistent with the observed blue shift in the
kemmax value of Lys-Trp-Lys [40], which indicates that at
the Tm, the Trp residue is partially buried within the bilayer,
but is not as deeply entrenched in the bilayer hydrocarbon
milieu as at temperatures that are above the Tm. The Trp
residue must, therefore, be largely exposed to bulk solvent
at temperatures that are several degrees higher than the Tm
where the bilayer is in a highly fluid state.
A model for the insertion of the Trp residue of Lys-Trp-
Lys into DMPS LUVs as a function of temperature is
presented in Fig. 6. The location of the indole side chain
Fig. 5. Temperature dependence of red-edge excitation shift for Lys-Trp-Lys
in the absence (4) and presence (.) of DMPS LUVs. The phase transition
temperature, Tm, for DMPS LUVs is identified by the vertical dashed line.
Samples were prepared in 20 mM TRIS-acetate, pH 7.0 and were analyzed
as described in Materials and methods.
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of the Trp residue at each stage of the insertion process
serves as a model for a class of Trp that might be found in a
peptide interacting with a membrane bilayer. The surface-
associated Trp (Class A) is largely exposed to bulk aqueous
solvent with minimal solvent restriction and, consequently,
exhibits little or no red-edge effect (sSsF). The Trp residue,
which is slightly embedded within the bilayer (Class B),
experiences a slightly less polar environment than Class A
Trp residues, but residues and the degree of restriction of
polar (water) solvent near the fluorophore is marginal.
Consequently, class B Trp residues show small REES
effects. The largest REES is expected for Class C Trp
residues, which are situated at the phospholipid head-
group–acyl chain interface where the interaction of the
phospholipid polar headgroups with solvent dipoles sur-
rounding or associated with the Trp residue prevent solvent
relaxation from occurring within the excited state lifetime
(sSHsF). The final class of Trp residues, Class D, is found
more deeply embedded within the hydrophobic region of
the membrane, where the reduced water concentration and
diminished interaction with the polar components of the
phospholipid headgroups, combined with the increased
kinetic energy at higher temperatures, reduces the magni-
tude of the red-edge effect. This situation is likely similar to
that described by Demchenko [38] for relatively polar
fluorophores in a nonpolar solvent.
3.5. Red-edge excitation as a probe of the membrane
topology of colicin E1 channel peptide
The magnitude of the REES observed for the membrane-
associated single Trp mutant channel peptides provides
information regarding the nature of the interaction of the
indole side chain at various sites throughout the channel
peptide sequence with the polar phospholipid headgroups
and/or with restricted water molecules. Considering the
results of red-edge excitation studies on model systems and
the degree of solvent restriction expected in different regions
of the bilayer, the relative position of the Trp residue within
the bilayer could be determined. Previously, red-edge exci-
tation experiments have been performed on membrane-asso-
ciated proteins containing one or more Trp residues [37,41–
43] to characterize the environment of the Trp residues.
These studies have not, however, exploited the ability to
generate mutant proteins containing single Trp residues at
sites of interest. This would appear, therefore, to be the first
attempt at using red-edge excitation as a site-specific probe of
the membrane topology of a membrane protein.
With the exception of F-413W, F-443W, and F-484W, all
of the peptides investigated exhibited a significantly larger
REES (Table 1) for the membrane-associated peptide than
for the soluble peptide. Zhang and Cramer [13] demonstra-
ted the presence of a limited number of protease accessible
sites on the membrane-associated channel peptide, indicat-
ing, in general, that the peptide is closely appressed to the
bilayer surface. The tight interaction of the channel peptide
with the membrane surface would likely result in a reduced
number of solvent molecules available for interaction with
the peptide, and also an increased interaction of the indole
side chain with the polar substituents of the phospholipid
headgroups, thus resulting in a more solvent-restricted
environment for the Trp residues within the channel pep-
tides in the membrane-bound conformation as compared
with the soluble state. Perhaps, those Trp residues that show
significant REES are located at those solvent-restricted sites
with the colicin channel peptide.
The red-edge effect on the kemmax of Y-367W in the
soluble and membrane-associated states is presented in Fig.
Fig. 6. Model for the red-edge excitation behaviour of Lys-Trp-Lys in association with DMPS LUVs at various temperatures. Class A/B Trp residues are fully
exposed to bulk aqueous solvent (Class A), or only slightly embedded within the bilayer (Class B); both classes of residues do not exhibit a significant red-edge
effect. A moderate to large red-edge effect is observed for class C Trp residues, which are embedded within the interfacial region of the bilayer. A significant
REES is not observed for Class D Trp residues, which are located within the hydrophobic core of the bilayer. The following symbols are used: T, temperature
and Tm, phase transition temperature.
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3B. The red-edge effect is absent for Y-367W channel
peptide in solution, probably due to the location of Trp-
367 at the hydrophobic, solvent-excluded interface of heli-
ces 8, 9, and 10. Upon interaction with model membrane
vesicles, however, a large REES of 10.3F0.4 nm was
observed, indicating that the residue is situated in an
environment that offers considerable restriction of solvent
mobility near the membrane–bilayer interface.
Based on the REES data obtained for the model system,
it was proposed that the largest REES values would be
observed for Trp residues located within the interfacial
region of the bilayer (Fig. 5). Other model studies have
resulted in similar hypotheses. The red-edge excitation
behaviour of several fluorescent probes incorporated within
membrane bilayers has been studied. The NBD group of
NBD-PE incorporated into DOPC vesicles exhibited a 10
nm REES [44]. Furthermore, an NBD-labeled peptide
derived from apolipoprotein exhibited an REES in its
emission maximum, consistent with the insertion of the
probe into the motionally restricted, polar environment of
the bilayer interface [45]. In contrast, the fluorescent probes
1-anilinonaphthalene-8-sulfonic acid (ANS) and TNS were
not subject to the red-edge effect [46]. Both ANS and TNS
would be expected to approach the headgroups of phospho-
lipid bilayers via the aqueous phase, due to the charge on
these probes at neutral pH. As a result, the probes are likely
situated in the aqueous phase adjacent to the phospholipid
headgroup [44], an environment in which solvent restriction
is minimal and rapid solvent relaxation can occur. In
contrast, the NBD moiety of NBD-PE is fixed at the
membrane interface, a region that limits the rate of solvent
relaxation around the NBD chromophore [44].
The representation of the bilayer interface as a distinct
demarcation is not very realistic considering that King and
White [47] have shown that a gradient of solvent water
exists throughout the membrane. Moreover, a molecular
dynamics simulation of the gramicidin channel within a
DMPC phospholipid bilayer [48] indicates that the bilayer
interface is, indeed, not a distinct plane, as the transition
from polar headgroups to nonpolar acyl chains occurs
through a region that is at least 12 A˚ deep. The solid-state
NMR properties of the gramicidin channel [48] are in
agreement with the molecular dynamics simulation. Based
on the simulation, the interfacial region of the bilayer
contains solvent water, glycerol backbone, and phospholipid
headgroups, and extends from a depth of 9–21 A˚ within the
bilayer, with the ester carbonyl groups situated at a depth of
12–14 A˚ [48]. The restricted solvent mobility around Trp
residues located within the interfacial region of the mem-
brane is largely a result of hydrogen-bonding interactions
between the indole side chain of Trp and solvent water
molecules that are tethered to the polar headgroups of the
phospholipids. Bechinger and Seelig [49] estimated that
each polar headgroup is bound to 20 solvent water mole-
cules, a major contribution to solvent restriction in the
membrane interfacial region.
The large REES observed for the membrane-bound Y-
367W mutant channel peptide likely indicates that Y-367W
is localized in the interfacial region of the membrane. An
interfacial position for Y-367W is supported by the suscept-
ibility of S-368 of membrane-bound WT colicin E1 channel
peptide to chymotrypsin [13]. In a model of the membrane
topology of the colicin E1 channel peptide proposed by
Palmer and Merrill [15], Y-367W was positioned in a
moderately buried location, 8.0 A˚ from the C-2 carbon of
the phospholipid fatty acyl chain. This location is within the
interfacial region of the bilayer defined by Woolf and Roux
[48].
Since a significant red-edge effect exists within the
soluble channel peptide, and therefore a background
‘‘noise’’ level of REES is present, it is paramount for the
interpretation of the red-edge effect for the membrane-
bound channel structure to correct for the REES effect
observed within the soluble protein. The data shown in
Fig 7 represent the difference between the REES effect in
the membrane-bound state and that seen in the soluble state
(REESmemREESsol=DREES). Applying the criterion for
the REES effect as based on our Lys-Trp-Lys model that for
the polar Trp chromophore in a membrane system, the Trp
residue must be partially buried within the bilayer and
interacts with solvent and/or polar substituents in the vicin-
ity of the phospholipid headgroup in order to produce a
significant red-edge effect. Therefore, the data shown in Fig
7 indicate that Trp located at positions 367, 460, 478, 499,
and 507 are positioned at the membrane bilayer–solvent
interface. This implicates three regions within the mem-
brane-bound channel peptide as interfacial and that may be
appressed to the liposome surface, which could be a con-
sequence of the orientation of certain faces of helices lying
on the membrane surface bathing the corresponding resi-
Fig. 7. The DREES for the membrane-associated colicin E1 channel
peptide. The parameter DREES was defined as the REES (membrane-
bound state)REES (soluble state). The REES values were those shown in
Table 1 and were determined as described in Materials and Methods.
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dues within the acyl chain portion of the bilayer. These
regions are: (1) 355–413, (2) 443–484, and (3) 495–507.
Interestingly, these data correlate well with our previous
data on the bilayer depths of these Trp residues as deter-
mined by depth-dependent fluorescence quenching [15] and
acrylamide quenching of Trp fluorescence. In those studies,
it was found that the N-terminus (Trp-355 and -367) was
located further away from the bilayer center than Trp-393,
-404, -413, -424, -431, and -443. Trp-466 and -507 were
also located at a distance from the bilayer center that would
be expected to correspond to the membrane headgroup
interfacial region and, hence, the general topological pattern
for the channel peptide bound to the membrane in the
absence of a potential is similar as ascertained from the
two different approaches. Furthermore, a more recent study
from our laboratory showed that upon membrane associa-
tion, Trp-67, -460, and -507 exhibited red-shifted fluores-
cence emission maxima as contrasted with the corresponding
values in the soluble channel peptide, incidentally where
there is little or no REES observed because the Trp residues
within the soluble protein structure are located in nonpolar
environments [22]. This is indicative of the localization of
these Trp residues at similar positions at the headgroup–
acyl chain interface. However, Trp-499 showed a slight
blue-shift in its fluorescence emission maximum, which
may be a consequence of the fine details of the mem-
brane-bound channel peptide structure that are not presently
available.
Given the apparent preference of Trp residues for inter-
facial positions, one must consider whether the insertion of
Trp residues at sites of interest throughout the peptide
causes a distortion of the channel peptide’s membrane
topology to allow for an interfacial location for the peptide
segment where the Trp was substituted [50]. While this
remains a possibility, several factors suggest that the inser-
tion of a Trp does not force a large movement to the
interfacial region, including the noteworthy observation that
engineered single Trp mutant channel peptides show normal
channel activity and gating; however, small shifts in top-
ology may occur.
Other aromatic residues are also frequently found at the
bilayer interface [50]. With the exception of I-499W, the
single Trp mutants were generated by inducing conservative
substitutions of Trp for Tyr or Phe, aromatic residues that
would also normally prefer an interfacial location within the
bilayer. If an induced interfacial location resulted from the
substitution of a nonaromatic amino acid with Trp, it would
most likely be for the mutant I-499W, which exhibited a
large REES. An interfacial location for the hydrophobic Ile
side chain would be less favorable than for Trp, so it is
possible that the Trp residue would distort the membrane
conformation of the channel peptide to attain an interfacial
position. However, each of the mutant channel peptides was
functional with respect to cytotoxicity and in vitro channel-
forming activity [29,30] at levels comparable to WT channel
peptide, and the secondary structural was unaltered as a
result of the mutations [29]. Therefore, it is not likely that
the substitution of a Trp at position 499 resulted in a large
alteration of the membrane topology of the channel peptide.
However, a complication arises from the earlier finding that
the membrane-associated colicin E1 channel peptide
assumes a dynamic topology in which a large degree of
movement within the confines of the membrane occurs,
especially for the hydrophobic hairpin region [51,52]. In
contrast with the movement of entire helices within the
bilayer, the effect of a slight preference of one residue (I-
499W) for an interfacial location on membrane topology
would not be significant; however, the position of a trans-
membrane helix could also be shifted as a result of the
peptide’s movement.
In summary, the REES data concerning the membrane-
bound topology of the colicin E1 channel peptide is con-
sistent with the previous models suggested for the closed
state of the channel [11,13,15,16,22,51–54]. Important
components of the models for the closed channel state
include a monomeric species that features the partial immer-
sion of helices 1 and 2 into the bilayer and the flickering of
the hydrophobic domain (helices 8 and 9) between states 1
and 2 as suggested by Kienker et al. [51] except that state 2
is not fully trans-membrane. Depth-dependent quenching
data suggest that state 2 is the preferred orientation and is
the most heavily populated state for the closed channel
structure [53]. The imposition of a membrane potential
induces the formation of a mature, open channel by the
translocation of the gating peptide [17,18,55] comprised of
helices 5–7 from the soluble structure. However, recent data
employing engineered epitopes suggest that colicin Ia is
capable of translocating a much larger segment of hydro-
philic peptide than previously believed possible and that the
C-terminal 85 residues (residues 542–626 of Ia) functions
as a protein translocator [56]. It now seems likely that the
gating peptide is part of a larger protein segment that moves
across the membrane bilayer in response to an imposed
membrane potential [51,56]. However, considering that each
channel entity is composed of a single colicin polypeptide, it
seems reasonable to suggest that the channel makes use of
nearly all of the polypeptide sequence [22,51–56]. This
channel (helix bundle) structure undoubtedly must involve
sufficient polypeptide length to form an ion channel with a
lumen of the physical dimensions as shown previously [57]
with a 7 A˚ pore [58]. Presently, the model for the closed
state of the colicin channel provides a working hypothesis
that can be subjected to the rigors of membrane biochem-
ical/biophysical experiments.
In conclusion, the site-specific approach described in this
work, which involved mapping the membrane topology of
colicin E1 using the REES method, should prove helpful in
the investigation of other membrane proteins, particularly for
identifying regions of the peptide that reside in the interfacial
region of the bilayer. However, a note of caution is necessary
concerning the potential ambiguity in the interpretation of
REES data. It is not possible to differentiate between the
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situation for a Trp residue located within a restricted site in
the soluble peptide as contrasted with a Trp residue found at
a deep location within the bilayer interface. It is therefore
necessary to measure the REES for both the soluble and
membrane-bound peptides and to compare the REES
changes in both states of the protein (DREES=REESmem
REESsol; see Fig. 7). Additionally, with respect to the REES
measurements of membrane-associated peptides, it is not
possible to resolve the cis or trans location of the Trp
residue; however, it may be feasible to discriminate between
Trp residues that are located on the cis or trans side of the
membrane bilayer by employing LUVs that are loaded with a
high viscosity solute.
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